
PFS1 2-00 Year of the Shadow Lodge

Trigger Duration GM Action/Event Page(s)

Mustering: ~15 minutes

All We begin mustering 4

5 minutes in Overseer Overseer GM reads passage titled "Beginning the Adventure" 4

After "Beginning the Adventure" 
and after you have all of your 

players seated
10 minutes Table GMs

Table GMs passage beginning with "As you make your way through the 
streets". Run mission briefing. Move players to the Irorium. 5

Act One: ~45 minutes

when most tables are settled Overseer Overseer reads passage beginning "Welcome to Absalom!" 6

5 minutes Table GMs Table GMs run the "getting seats in the Irorium" encounter 6

5 minutes after the previous 
Overseer Announcement Overseer Overseer reads passage titled "The Passion" 6

10 minutes Table GMs Table GMs run the freeform "Charvion" encounter. 6

10 minutes after the previous 
Overseer Announcement Overseer Overseer reads passage beginning "A low, droning horn" 6

1 minute Table GMs

Table GMs let players
1. spot the horn-blowers in the audience
2. identify the horns as ancient Ulfen Linnorm Horns
3. see spots on the horizon, that turn into dragons flying toward you
4. take a few rounds to react, like run in terror or try to get a better 
position

6-7

1 minute after the previous 
Overseer Announcement Overseer Overseer reads passage titled "Dragon Attack!" 7

30 minutes Table GMs Table GMs run encounters until time is up. 8-9

30 minutes after previous 
Overseer Announcement Overseer Overseer GM reads passage titled "Concluding Act 1" 9

Untimed (predict 2 or 
3 minutes) Table GMs Table GMs provide some sort of motivation for players to return to the 

Grand Lodge, if needed. Describe the race as per the beginning of Act 2.
9

Act Two: ~30 minutes

2 or 3 minutes after the end of 
Act 1

30
 m

in
ut

es

Overseer Overseer reads passage titled "Fire in the Streets" 10

Table GMs Table GMs run encounter "Fire in the Streets" 10-14

30 minutes after previous 
Overseer Announcement Overseer Overseer reads passage titled "Concluding Act 2" 14

Act Three: ~30 minutes

Immediately after previous 
Overseer Announcement

30
 m

in
ut

es

Overseer Overseer reads passage titled "The Gate" 14

Table GMs Table GMs run the encounter "overcoming the door" 14

Once your table has 
surmounted the closed door Table GMs Table GMs read passage titled "Skyreach" 14

The PCs can work together to climb the gates, or higher tier PCs can fly lower tier PCs over them—however the PCs decide to do it, the 
Overseer GM and the Table GMs should reward all creative solutions.

Table GMs Table GMs run the encounter 14-16
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Table GMs Table GMs read the passage beginning with "Come quickly!" 16

30 minutes after previous 
Overseer Announcement Overseer Overseer reads passage titled "Concluding Act 3" 16

Act Four: 60+ minutes

Start of Act 4, immediately after 
the Overseer Announcement 

ending Act 3
45

 m
in

ut
es

Table GMs Table GMs run the black dragon (in area D3) encounter. Message the 
overseer based on conditions below.

18-19

Table GMs

Communicating with the Overseer
        When a table drops the dragon to 60 HP or fewer, alert the overseer.
        When a table forces open the mausoleum door, alert the overseer.

        If the dragon sees the party, she:
                levels 1-9: tail-slaps rubble, then 2 rounds later attacks.
                        If the dragon attacks, alert the overseer.
                levels 10-11: the dragon delays 1 round, then attacks.
                        If the dragon attacks, alert the overseer.

        If a party flees from the dragon after the dragon has attacked, notify the overseer.

18

If 1/2 or more of the tables are 
currently engaging the dragon 

in combat
Overseer

Overseer reads the box text under "Distracting the Dragon".

Effect: the dragon stops attacking parties moving to the mausoleum door.
17

If 3/4 or more of the tables are 
currently engaging the dragon 

in combat
Overseer

Overseer reads the box text under "Outnumbering the Dragon"

Effect: the dragon flees. Table GMs, halt any fights with the dragon. The 
dragon no longer harasses parties attempting to enter the mausoleum.

17

If a table has dropped the 
dragon to 60 or fewer HP. Yes, 

this includes slaying the 
dragon.

Overseer

Overseer reads the box text under "Badly Wounding the Dragon"

Effect: the dragon flees. Table GMs, halt any fights with the dragon. The 
dragon no longer harasses parties attempting to enter the mausoleum.

17-18

At least one table has forced 
open the door to the 

mausoleum
Overseer

Overseer announces "Daring deadly claws and acid breath, brave 
Pathfinders have forced open the door to the mausoleum!"

Effect: the door to the mausoleum is no longer stuck shut, and is open.

none

Table GMs Table GMs run area D2 20

Table GMs Table GMs may run area D4 (this is vaguely optional) 21

Table GMs Communicating with the Overseer
When your table has reached area D7, notify the Overseer, and wait. 21

After 45 minutes have passed, 
or every table has reached area 

D7
Overseer Overseer reads the passage in "The Cage of Spirit Echoes" 21

The Overseer made the 
announcement "The Cage of 

Spirit Echoes"
Table GMs If your table has not yet reached area D7, end any existing encounters 

and move them to area D7.

The Overseer made the 
announcement "The Cage of 

Spirit Echoes"
15 minutes Table GMs Table GMs run the "Cage of Soul Echoes" encounter 22-23

Table GMs

Communicating with the Overseer
If your table attempts to disable the artifact, each person trained in Disable Device can 
attempt a series of Disable Device checks. Report any successes and the number 
thereof to the Overseer. Note that this is a mechanical, nonmagical device, and each 
attempt should be a full-round action, not a 1-round action or an action that takes 
multiple rounds.

23
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One table has completed the 
"Cage of Soul Echoes" 

encounter
Overseer Overseer announces that table GMs need to solve "the door problem" 23

Overseer has made the "door 
problem" announcement Untimed Table GMs Table GMs run the "door problem" encounter 23

Table GMs Communicating with the Overseer
When your table completes the "door problem" encounter, notify the Overseer. 23

One table has solved the "door 
problem" Overseer

Overseer reads the passage beginning "The walls and floor of this room 
are made of pale, roughly-finished sandstone." 23

1 minute Table GMs
Table GMs describe Charvion (in between overseer passages on page 
23) 23

Overseer
Overseer GM: read the passage beginning "With a supernatural roar of 
fury," 23

Untimed Table GMs
Table GMs run the final encounter. If your table defeats Charvion, they 
fight another Charvion immediately thereafter. 23-26

Table GMs Communicating with the Overseer
When your table defeats a copy of Charvion, notify the Overseer. 23-24

Charvion has been defeated a 
number of times equal to 1/2 

the tablecount
Overseer

Overseer announces "Code White"

Effect: All copies of Charvion immediately lose 1/2 their current HP.
24

Charvion has been defeated a 
number of times equal to the 

tablecount
Overseer

Overseer announces "Code Gray"

Effect: All copies of Charvion now do 1/2 damage on all attacks
24

Charvion has been defeated a 
number of times equal to 1.5x 

the tablecount
Overseer

Overseer announces "Code Black"

Effect: Combat ends.
24

Once Code Black has been 
announced Overseer Overseer reads the conclusion 26

Table GMs Fill out chronicle sheets!


